Currently, this text is visible at the bottom of the https://docs.libreoffice.org/.

--------
READMEs were not available for these modules:

automate.cache
dictionaries
docs
helpcompiler
helpcontent2
include
instdir
ios
setup_native
sotools
tempdir
translations
unotest
workdir
xmloff

Some of these are temporary/build folders that are created during the build process. I can take care of the rest, because I am updating README.md files according to Markdown syntax.

Additionally, I should know the way README.md is processed, so that the resulting HTML output will be OK at docs.libreoffice.org.

What Markdown processor is used here?

History

#1 - 2021-05-06 23:39 - Hossein Nourikhah
- Status changed from New to Closed

Completed in https://gerrit.libreoffice.org/c/core/+/113773